Best boot forward
Newsletter for East Lothian Council Conservation Volunteers

September 2016
A bit later than planned, but welcome to September’s Best Boot Forward… (where did August go?)
This issue has plenty of pictures of volunteers (and wildlife) enjoying the sun so I suppose it went
somewhere. It is now less than a month to go until our annual “Volly Jolly” – an opportunity to
meet fellow volunteers, get a free lunch and possibly learn a thing or two. The Jolly is also a chance
for you to give feedback on being a conservation volunteer. I’m particularly keen to know what
people have thought of this newsletter and the events we have run during 2016. Do you want
more? Less? Something different? Indifferent? Also please read Dave O’s article (on the next page)
about whether all the conservation volunteers should come together as a single charitable group.
Something to consider and everyone’s thoughts are welcomed. For those unable to attend the volly
jolly feel free to email or chat to me or Duncan. Meanwhile – have a good September! 

ELC Conservation Volunteer tasks scheduled in September:
New faces always welcome! If you would like to join in with a group for the first time, please get in
touch with the relevant ranger to confirm details.

The things some of us vols do in the
name of conservation! © Abbie M

Aberlady – Weds 7th Fencing; Sun 18th Pool veg clearance
John; jharrison@eastlothian.gov.uk
Yellowcraig – Tues 13th Pirri Pirri marking
Dave; dwild@eastlothian.gov.uk
Path Wardens team task – Thurs 22nd
Duncan; dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk
North Berwick – Tues 27th (morning)
Sam; sranscombe@eastlothian.gov.uk
Levenhall – Tues 27th
Nick; naitken1@eastlothian.gov.uk
Dunbar – Weds 28th
Tara; dcv@eastlothian.gov.uk
Path Wardens team task – Thurs 29th
Duncan; dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk

Upcoming events for volunteers:
5th Sept Taking a walk on Levenhall’s wild side – check out the wader scrapes and more at
Levenhall. * Still room for more volunteers on this, email me asap for further details *
1st October VOLLY JOLLY – our annual get together with mini-workshops, lunch and fun! Let
Duncan know if you intend to come.
11th October Guided walk along Longniddry railway path – details to follow
Please send in ideas or content for the next ‘Best boot forward’ to
kbaird@elothianmail.net Apologies for any omissions or inaccuracies.

" East Lothian Countryside Volunteers" - ELCV - a charity for Countryside
Volunteers in East Lothian?
Dave Oldham explains more about the opportunity for the Countryside Volunteer groups to
become a charitable body. We would love to hear your views on this!
The East Lothian Volunteer Path Wardens (ELVPW) was established as a charitable body in December 2013. It
is a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation (SCIO) and is thus under the aegis of OSCR, the Scottish
charities body. SCIO status is less onerous, and simpler to establish and administer than a "full blown" stand
alone charity.
The main aim for ELVPW was to
raise funding for the work of path
wardens from sources that the
Council cannot access. Another
related aim was to raise public
awareness in the work of path
wardens and promote their work in
communities across East Lothian.
Since its establishment, ELVPW has been successful in raising a number of small, £250 to £1,500, grants for
hand tools, machinery, training and promotional material. This is heartening progress as small grants are
exactly what are needed at this stage as ELVPW focusses it's efforts on path maintenance and promotion.
ELVPW has aspirations to progress capital such as new core path links, bridges and resurfacing but these are
more complex and require landowner support which takes time to secure. Another area where we have
made progress is learning how to manage a SCIO. Trustees have stepped down and new ones appointed;
AGMs have been held; annual reports have been submitted to OSCR; a website and a Facebook site have
been set up; all volunteer path wardens have been kept informed as what the Trustees are up to.
The establishment of the ELVPW was undertaken by a Steering Group that was made up of three path
wardens and two ELC officers from the Countryside Team. There was a discussion as to whether a SCIO should
be limited to path wardens or cover the broader work of all the countryside volunteers. At that time it was felt
that we should keep it more focussed so we could see if we could walk before we try to run. However, it is
now becoming evident that the ELVPW model is something that could benefit the various volunteer
countryside groups that do such great work. Coincidentally, the "Best Boot Forward" (BBF) Newsletter does
powerfully highlight, across the board, what all the volunteers are achieving collectively. BBF is a very good
marketing tool to promote and seek support for what we all do.
The most recent meeting of the ELVPW Trustees discussed the possibility that another of the East Lothian
volunteer groups was considering establishing it's own charitable body. The Trustees felt that this was an
opportunity to bring all the assorted volunteer efforts undertaken by such groups, under one umbrella group.
After all, the whole is more than the sum of the parts? You tell us!
If the formation of ELCV receives broad support then
it is likely that remit of ELVPW will be widened rather
than forming a new body from scratch. This will be
discussed with OSCR. We now need a period of
discussion and consideration as to how ELCV might be
established or not. The Volly Jolly on October 1st will
provide a great opportunity for you to contribute to
this discussion.

Volunteer activity in August: some photos
Family rangers at Levenhall

Reedmace removal at Aberlady

Wall repair at Yellowcraig

Above: There are some rather faded information
boards at the viewpoint Northwards on Pencraig Hill,
but you could hardly see anything they describe
because of a large willow. Now fixed! (Thanks to Dave Q)

Who’s who
This month we hear from Jen, a West area ranger with a patch covering the area from Gullane
up to Haddington,
Name: Jen Newcombe
Job Title: West Area Countryside Ranger covering
Gullane, Longniddry and Haddington area.
Length of service: 7 years
Brief career:I got my BSc Hons in Zoology from
Aberdeen University (another Aberdeen graduate in
the Countryside Service!). I then got a position at
the John Muir Award working as their East Lothian
based gap student supported by the Rank
Foundation. There I would get my diploma in Youth
Work and Informal Education. After that I worked
two seasons at St. Abb’s Head National Nature
Reserve and also did a stint at Crathes Castle as a
Countryside Ranger for the National Trust for
Scotland. In between seasons I did volunteering for
RSPB at Fairburn Ings in Yorkshire.

Jen doing a spot of happy moth ID

Favourite place in East Lothian:I have really struggled with
this question! It changes every day, just about. I do love the
waterfall and pool at Bilsdean. It is just so prehistoric looking
with the ferns and spleenworts. To think that the A1 is rumbling
along above, with people whizzing past without knowing it is
there is quite special.

Basking Sharks grow up to
12m long and are the largest
fish in British waters and the
second largest fish in the
world (only the Whale Shark is
bigger). They are one of three
plankton-feeding shark
species, and can be seen in
UK coastal waters each spring
and summer (though not often
in south east Scotland, so Jen
& co were very lucky!)
In the past they were heavily
targeted for their liver oil, meat
and fins, and shockingly the
last UK fishing operation only
stopped in the mid-1990s!
They are now fully protected in
UK waters.

Best wildlife experience: Got to be swimming with a
basking shark at St. Abb’s Head. Myself and the other rangers
had taken my friend out to do some snorkelling off the beach
and as I was feeling a bit sea sick (I had been watching the sea
urchins in the kelp!) and so I was swimming in backstroke. I then
saw a big fin and then a little fin come up behind it. I knew what
it was, so I shouted ‘Shark!’. Cue my friends swimming as quick
as they could to the shore and the rangers swimming towards it!
A couple who were watching us from the cliff said it was very
funny.
Favourite wildlife: Got to be bumblebees. They have been a
passion of mine since my seasonal days. They are such
interesting invertebrates as well as being so linked to everything
around them, helping me develop knowledge on plant species,
wildlife gardening, farming practices etc.
Next holiday abroad?: Again a difficult one! I think the next
place on the list is the Baltic states, maybe Latvia or Estonia.

Rock Pooling at Longniddry Bents
22nd August 2016
Volunteers had a fantastic time exploring the rockpools at Longniddry last month. Amazing how much life
there is waiting to be discovered at low tide! Thanks to Roger and Nick for leading and to Andy Stevenson
for this brief report of the event. Photos by Andy S, Lesley K and Abbie M.
Roger Powell Senior (CR) West Area and Nick Aitken (CR) Levenhall were running this event for
Volunteers. East Lothian Conservation Volunteers were taking part in this event to get a chance to look
under the rocks to see what lives in some of the rock pools in East Lothian’s coastal areas. The pools are
home to many different species such as Crabs, Butterfish and Starfish. The plant life in this area was a
variety of Seaweed of different colours as well as a large amount of Kelp. The Volunteers enjoyed this
time out as some of us had not done this before.

An assortment of
crabs: spider crab,
shore crab and
porcelain crab

A variety of starfish, some crabs and some seaweed

Pipe fish and Scorpion fish

And for those who were there, a message from Roger: “The weird ‘spongy’ growths we found were in
fact a bryozoan called Flustra foliacea or hornwrack”

Photos © Katty, Abbie M & Mark C

Some ‘new’ East Lothian moths discovered in August

Nutmeg – trapped by Lagoon
no.6 at Levenhall. Since
caught at Yellowcraig too!

White Plume – spotted on
bindweed by eagle-eyed
Abbie

Northern Arches, (my moth
tick of the year), trapped at
Hopes Reservoir

Training in Dragonfly ID at Aberlady
By Kathryn Cox
On 2nd August, a cluster* of ELC Countryside staff and volunteers met at SOC's Waterston House in Aberlady for a
dragonfly training day. Daniele Muir, Scotland Officer for the British Dragonfly Society, gave an extremely
interesting and informative talk on the recording, identification and life cycle of these insects, accompanied by
some stunning photos.
So what are the main ways to separate dragonflies from damselflies? (As ever, they don’t always conform to
these rules!)
Dragonflies
Damselflies
Cigarette sized
Match sized
Wings held open while at rest
Wings folded together over back
Strong flight
Weak fluttery flight
Eyes on top of head
Eyes to side of head
When separating similar-coloured damselfly species from each other, markings are key - mushrooms, Honda logos
and snooker cues were descriptions that Daniele used regularly! These are best seen under a magnifier, so it's
not very easy to get a definitive ID when an electric blue match does a fly-past.

Armed with the theory, we headed down to Marl Loch and the wader scrape to test our ID skills. Unfortunately it
was rather grey, windy and cool so not many were on the wing, but with the help of a couple of nets and some
sharp eyes, we'd soon found three of the local species - Blue-tailed, Common Blue and Emerald
Damselflies. Many thanks to Daniele for such a well-presented guide to these fascinating and beautiful insects.
* Cluster/flight - collective noun for dragonflies (according to Wikipedia)

An Emerald Damselfly shelters from the
wind ©Nick Morgan

Dragonfly hunting is more fun than this
looks! ©Abbie Marland

Launch of new paths leaflet to increase awareness
of paths in the Fa’side area
Fa’side Area Partnership and their active travel sub group are
launching ‘Paths in the Fa’side Area’ leaflet to raise awareness of
core paths in the area and encourage residents and visitors to use
them for walking, cycling, running, horse riding and exploring their
local area.
The leaflets show all the core paths in the Fa’side area, as well as
details of the core paths around each community, including Tranent,
Elphinstone, Pencaitland, Macmerry and Ormiston, to encourage
people of all abilities to get out and about on foot, by bicycle or on
horse-back.
The leaflets are available from local libraries, and can be downloaded from Fa’side Area
Partnership’s website at
www.eastlothian.gov.uk/info/200526/faside/1760/faside_area_partnership/4
Fa’side active travel group is also undertaking a core paths audit this autumn, led by East
Lothian Countryside Ranger Service and supported by local people, to obtain baseline
information on the condition of Fa’side path network, allowing them to prioritise actions
needed to improve the paths. The audit will involve the whole community, including local
school children, the local youth centre Recharge, members of the Walk With Scott group, East
Lothian Volunteer Path Wardens, and Macmerry and Gladsmuir Action group.
Fa’side active travel group obtained funding from the Scottish Government’s Smarter Choices,
Smarter Places fund 2015/16, as part of East Lothian Council’s ‘East Lothian On The Move’
project, and from Fa’side Area Partnership, to fund the paths leaflet and audit.

What’s afoot up in the heather?
With such a beautiful coastline, the ‘upland’ areas of East Lothian are often overlooked. However, they are
well worth exploring and the late summer colours make this a particularly stunning time of year to visit.
Words and pictures by Abbie Marland

If you’re walking in the Lammermuirs this month, look
out for Common Lizards basking or hunting
insects. They are brown, sometimes with a green tinge,
and blend very well with heather stems. They will
swiftly run away if disturbed, so are tricky to
spot. Their name, Lacerta vivipara, tells us that, unlike
other lizards, they give birth to live young instead of
laying eggs. Common Lizards can live to 12 years, and
have a last ditch trick to avoid predation - by shedding
their tails. They are protected in the UK under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981, and classified as a
Priority Species in the UK Biodiversity Action Plan.
Also keep your eyes peeled for the large
green caterpillars of the Emperor Moth
(Saturnia pavonia). They feed principally on
heather, but also on other plants such as
brambles. The males of this spectacular
moth, which have bright orange hindwings, fly
during the daytime in search of the greyer
females, which fly at night. Both sexes are on
the wing in April and May. The caterpillars
will spin a cocoon at the close of summer, and
over winter, sometimes for two seasons.

Life is a Beach
By Pippa Swan
What do you do if you live in a Janus place - one face with a wonderful sky and massive shore and one
that looks run down, is periodically inundated with a million flies and occasionally stinks like a dung
heap?
You can move - or you can stay and try to make a difference and
stay is what Dunbar Shore and Harbour Neighbourhood Group
(DSHNG) has opted to do in Dunbar.
Established in 2011 as a Tenants’ and Residents’ association, the
group now has more than 60 members, about a third of which
actively volunteer. DSHNG is essentially project driven and since
its inception, we have tackled small projects like restoring the
historic Fishermen’s Monument, and big projects, like bringing a
new sculpture to an unused piece of ground in Victoria Street.
Our current endeavor is to determine what can be done to
regenerate Dunbar’s East Beach. DSHNG regularly litter picks
the beach over the summer months and now works with ELC to
manage and remove huge kelp dumps. Flies and smell are
under control at last and Janus is smiling…. well almost.
The sand from the once lovely East Beach has gone, lost in
heavy storms in 2013/14. The beach has a history of sand loss
and self re-generation but there is a fear that the degradation
has gone too far this time to assume that the North Sea will
willingly gift us the 80,000 cubic metres of material that would
make the difference between pleasure beach and quarry.
Led by DSHNG, discussions are underway with coastal engineers Royal Haskoning DHV to determine
the relative regeneration benefits of reinstating the failed timber groyne, introducing concrete matting
to the now exposed sewage interceptor pipe and beach recharging and profiling. We don’t know the
answer and it may just be that we make a ‘best guess’ and try a solution. With public money at stake,
though, it is a tough call. Watch this space!

Tool of the Month – The scythe
“One man went to mow..........”
Jen, one of our West area rangers tells us all about her tools of choice in grassland
management: the humble scythe
What do you think of when someone mentions scything? The gentle buzzing of bees, the warm
sun on your face, a particular character in Discworld, Aidan Turner........... Sorry for the Poldark
moment there. Yes, scythes conjure up many an image, but how many of us have actually used
the almost hypnotic swinging pendulum of a traditional scythe?
Since working with Sustrans’ Greener Greenways project on the Pencaitland and HaddingtonLongniddry Railway Walks, the Countryside Rangers and a few keen volunteers have been getting
a good introduction to the ways of the scythe. There has been much discussion of setting angles,
techniques, peening (yes peening!) and sharpening blades within the group, but you may just
ask why use a scythe at all? Surely, a strimmer is a better bet- as they have become our go-to
machine for so many of the harder to reach pathways and even grasslands in the county?
One of the main benefiters of scything is the invertebrates. Second broods of butterfly
caterpillars are often found on young nettles after a pass of a scythe, and the first broods
caterpillars are helped by the more discerning eye of the mower using a scythe as opposed to
the obliterating action of the strimmer (we can all relate to that ‘oh no!’ moment!). Scythes also
allow solitary bees and bumblebees to escape from their underground nests in a more leisurely
fashion, instead of being caught up in the vortex of a rotary mower.
As well as benefits to the grassland plants and the aforementioned invertebrates, how about a
benefit to the human species to finish up? We do tend to forget ourselves in our quest for
improving the conservation practices and increasing biodiversity, but the human mower is
integral part of the grassland system too. So good on the scythe for giving us the gift of raising
our heart rate, working with no choking exhaust, the peace and quiet of no petrol engine and
the quiet satisfaction that comes with using a scythe.
Interested in learning more about scythes? Join us and Sustrans on a number of scything work
days on the Railway Walks. Contact Jen Newcombe at jnewcombe@eastlothian.gov.uk or Laura
White at Laura.White@sustrans.org.uk http://www.sustrans.org.uk/volunteer/ourvolunteers/wildlife-volunteers

The Last Page!
Have you ever seen Otters in East Lothian?
If so, some of our volunteers would love to hear from you. A small group of volunteers are
getting together with the initial aim of building up an idea of where otters are (or have been
historically) in East Lothian. If you can help, please email the following information to Thomas
tom@tbower.plus.com
• Location
• Date (Or rough Date)
• Time of Day
• Any behaviour noted

Midnight feasting at SOC

Recently a badger(s) ransacked a wasps’ nest for an
overnight feast at SOC. Apparently they have been
doing this all over East Lothian. Photos by Abbie
Marland

Where in EL?
Last month’s answer:
This is the Loth Stone, close to Traprain
Law. The Loth Stone is said to mark the
grave of King Loth, a Pictish monarch who
gave his name to the Lothian region. It was
moved from its original position to enable
ploughing.

.

Any more
photographs from
obscure (but
recognisable corners
of East Lothian?
Please send them in!

